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Captain’s Log
Cpt. Rose Ciccarone

2016 has passed and we move on to 2017. With
the coming of a new year, we’ll face new obstacles
and new challenges. I know the group, as a whole
will be able to meet head-on and overcome what
every the year has to throw at us.
Our next meeting will be on Saturday, January 21st
at the Eastern Ave Branch Library. We’ll meet at 3
Pm. Discussion will include the up-coming years
agenda.

Words of Wisdom

XO Files
Cmdr. Ed Ciccarone:

As of January 2017, Specialist Kellie Hebron will
have served aboard the Mighty Mississippi and
been a member of Starfleet Command for one full
year.
During that time, she has been an exemplary
member of the crew, serving with honor and
distinction. We are better for having her aboard, and
I would like to thank her for the contributions she
has made. Please join me in congratulating Kellie
on her SFC and Mighty Mississippi anniversary!

“Our mission: to explore strange new areas, to
seek out new experiences, make new friends and
to boldly go where few clubs have gone before.”
FCpt. Rose Ciccarone

Ship’s Log

Fleet News
SFC Memberships are now over-due. Contact
membership services to update your records.
http://starfleet-command.com/membership/onlineapplication
or
http://starfleetcommand.com/downloads/Membership_ap.pdf
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On Saturday, December 17th, the local crew came
together and shared a pot-luck holiday meal. We
held a short meeting and adjourned to the local
theater for a movie. “Star Wars; Rogue One” with
D-Box seats was the choice. We all enjoyed the
movie, as well as the comradery.
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Kellie’s Korner

March

Submitted By: Spc. Kellie Hebron

A few of the Upcoming Movies for the year 2017

January
Underworld: Blood Wars: Beckinsale is back,
fighting to end the eternal war between the Lycan’s
and the Vampire factions. Screen Gems will release
on January 6th, 2017
Resident Evil: The Final Chapter: Milla Jovovich
is back as Alice, and she must return to Raccoon
City to face Umbrella Corp. It opens on January
27th, 2017.
February
The LEGO Batman Movie: LEGO Batman – stars
in his own big-screen adventure. WB opens it on
February 10th, 2017.
The Dark Tower: Jake narrowly avoids being
abducted by creatures in human form but escapes
into another world. In this strange new reality, he
teams with Roland Deschain, a knight-like warrior.
Release date TBA.
The Great Wall: Set in the Northern Song Dynasty,
the story is about mysteries centered on the
construction of the Great Wall of China. The movie
opens February 17th, 2017
God Particle: The story follows a physics
experiment with a Hadron accelerator that goes
wrong and Earth vanishes completely, leaving the
astronauts in an orbiting space station lost in space.
Release date TBA.
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Logan: Set in the future of 2024, Logan and
Professor Charles Xavier must cope with the loss of
the X-Men. In theaters on March 3rd, 2017.
Kong: Skull Island: A trip back to the mysterious
and dangerous home of the king of the apes. A team
of explorers venture deep inside the island to find
the leader's brother. Legendary Pictures and Warner
Bros will release on March 10th, 2017.
Beauty and the Beast: Beauty and the Beast is the
fantastic journey of Belle, who is taken prisoner by
a beast in his castle. She befriends the castle's
enchanted staff and learns to look beyond the
Beast's hideous exterior and realize the kind heart
and soul of the true Prince within. Disney will
release on March 17th, 2017.
King Arthur: Legend of the Sword: When Arthur’s
father is murdered, Vortigern (Jude Law), Arthur’s
uncle, seizes the crown. Robbed of his birthright,
Arthur comes up the hard way in the back alleys of
the city. But once he pulls the sword from the stone,
his life is turned upside down and he is forced to
acknowledge his true legacy Warner Bros will
release starting March 24th, 2017
May
Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2: Set to the
backdrop of Awesome Mixtape #2, Guardians of
the Galaxy Volume 2 continues the team's
adventures as they unravel the mystery of Peter
Quill's true parentage. Disney & Marvel will release
starting May 5th, 2017
Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No
Tales: Captain Jack Sparrow finds the winds of illfortune blowing strongly when deadly ghost pirates
escape from the Devil's Triangle, determined to kill
every pirate at sea. Disney will release the sequel
starting May 26th, 2017.
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Wonder Woman: The Amazonian princess-warrior
left her tropical island to dwell in our urban
cityscapes of glass and steel. Tutored in the ways of
the Greek warriors, she becomes Paradise Island's
emissary to civilization. Warner Bros will open the
movie in theaters starting June 2nd, 2017.
The Divergent Series: Ascendant: (TV Series &
part 2 of Aligent) Tris and Four fight to end the
Bureau of Genetic Welfare's authoritarian reign
over the United States. Release date is June 9,
2017.

July
Valerian: Valerian and Laureline, are agents for the
Galaxity organization. Their missions have taken
them to all corners of the galaxy, But now Galaxity
is gone, and Valerian and Laureline are dependent
upon their remaining resources and their ingenuity.
Production is currently underway in Paris, France
with a global release slated for summer 2017.
War for the Planet of the Apes: As this story
continues, Caesar is going to be thrust into
circumstances that he never wanted to deal with,
and was hoping he could avoid. Fox will release
July 14th, 2017.

October
Blade Runner: Plot is yet unknown but, Harrison
Ford has already been confirmed to return as Rick
Deckard, and the story takes place decades after the
events of the original Blade Runner, which was
actually set in the year 2019. Release TBA
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Geostorm: Climate change endangers Earth's very
survival, world governments unite and create a
worldwide net of satellites, surrounding the planet,
that are armed with geoengineering technologies.
After successfully protecting the planet for two
years, something goes wrong. Two estranged
brothers are tasked with solving the program's
malfunction before a worldwide Geostorm can
engulf the planet. Release date is October 20, 2017.
November
Justice League: Bruce Wayne enlists the help of
Diana Prince, to face a great enemy. Batman and
Wonder Woman work quickly to find and recruit a
team of metahumans to stand against the threat. The
league of heroes - Batman, Wonder Woman,
Aquaman, Cyborg and The Flash – may already be
too late to save the planet. WB will unleash on
November 17th, 2017.
Thor: Ragnarok: No plot is known currrently
though there is a lot of speculation and the directior
has even hinted at its direction by saying “the new
logo suits the 70s/80s sci-fi fantasy that this film is
becoming". Release date is November 3, 2017.
December
Star Wars: Episode VIII: Having taken her first
steps into a larger world, Rey continues her epic
journey with Finn, Poe and Luke Skywalker in the
next chapter of the saga. Release date is 15
December 2017.

The Six Billion Dollar Man: The story follows
Steve Austin, who becomes part of a secret
government program after an accident leaves him
near death. Release date is December 22, 2017.

